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Cuts / Offcuts
By Kristie MacDonald
The role of paper and printed matter has become a shifting and dubious 
thing in contemporary society, fated to play a central role in our under-
standing of the divide between handmade processes and digital technolo-
gies—from recordkeeping and note making, to art and commercial pro-
duction. Paper in its current form can be traced to China as early as 105 CE, 
and quickly came to play critical roles in the advancement of art and com-
munication within each society that adopted it. Today, we navigate work-
ing and living between paper and the paperless on a daily basis. Although 
we attempt to digitize and minimize, it seems that the quantity of paper in 
our lives continues to multiply, as physical and economic access to print 
technology increases. Paper is also central to debates around skill and 
deskilling, making and production—evident from the revival of letterpress 
printing, to the ubiquity of home inkjet printouts and online print-to-order 
services. 

The work of artists Hazel Eckert and Annyen Lam revolves around paper 
and it’s capacities, albeit in very different ways. The printed element in their 
work is often subtle and sometimes found, each artist preferring to use 
print as a means rather than a medium (in the strictest sense). Both Eckert 
and Lam approach paper as a curiosity, exploring its inherent qualities and 
how we might highlight or transform them. Lam makes paper sculptural 
by printing on it, molding it, dying it, and cutting it—all the while never 
seeking to disguise her medium. Eckert on the other hand selects, arrang-
es, and re-frames discarded paper and other remnants of the print process, 
privileging these offcuts as products in their own right. 

Annyen Lam: Wayfinding
Annyen Lam’s practice revolves around laborious processes. In Wayfinding 
Lam relies on the delicate but exceptionally strong nature of Japanese 
papers. Utilizing paper cutting techniques, she creates elaborate two and 
three-dimensional works, which push the notion of work-on-paper as 
object. In her new works Portent (2014) and Passage (2014), viewers are 
invited to approach two small observation windows. Peering beyond a well 
concealed false wall, we are presented with imagined geographies that are 
at once invented and representational. Lam hand cuts lithographic mono-
prints to create ethereal and richly textured landscapes, eschewing flat-
tened depictions, and favouring space-as-space. Layers of paper and the 
shadows they cast create a captivating effect of depth. Her scenes are 
devoid of any living presence, and despite subtle changes in ambient light-
ing, they appear eerie and still. 

Portent (detail), 2014, monoprints, hand-cut paper, paper casting, wood, LEDs, 13" x 29.5" x 24"
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Lam’s observation windows 
generate a feeling of 
intimacy. Each viewing 
space accommodates a sin-
gle person, allowing them to 
remove the room at large 
(and other presences) from 
their peripheral vision— 
creating a private moment 
in which the viewer is 
focused and unmoving. 
Utilizing the viewing widow 

as a mediating device, Portent and Passage tap into a rich history of pre-
photographic devices intended to theatrically transform viewers’ spatial 
experience, including painted panoramas, trompe l’oeil and the diorama in 
particular. Dioramas have a rich history as modes of scientific and museo-
logical display. In its most familiar incarnation, the diorama is credited to 
Louis-Jacques Daguerre who patented the form in 1822—deriving it’s name 
from the Greek dia meaning “through,” and horama meaning “to see.”1 
Dioramas possess a powerful ability to transform space and manipulate 
perception by shifting our bodily relationships to scale and materiality. 

In Portent the viewer looks out (in) upon a shadowy grassland surrounding 
an oblong pond—the depth of which is revealed and concealed by atmo-
spheric fluctuations in light. Passage, on the other hand, presents us with a 
more abstract scenario. The viewer seems to be located in the darkened 
foreground of a scene. From a dense thicket, we can see a distant light  
illuminating an expanse of sky or space just beyond our view. Lam’s boldly 
coloured scenes are curious and draw the viewer in through their diminutive 
scale. The diorama and it’s particular brand of illusion generates a “disem-
bodied perspective” in viewers as a result of the miniaturizing of environ-
ments and objects in relationship to the ordinary experience.2 

Many contemporary artists have adopted the diorama as a tool for three-
dimensional story telling, because it allows for a visceral exploration of 
invented space, through direct bodily experience. Curator Toby Kamps 
observes, “what you see in [dioramas] may be fabrication, but it may also be 
the thing itself. Whether fastidiously accurate or fantastically imaginary, 
dioramas have the ability to combine representation and material reality, 
fiction and fact, and art and science.” 3 In the case of Portent and Passage we 
are presented with the thing itself. These distinctly surreal landscapes are 
unmistakably fabricated, yet they reference flora, sky, water and land in a 
very familiar way. The scenes we view are dream like—ubiquitous yet  
wholly fictional. 
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Artists' Biographies
Hazel Eckert (Nick Novak Fellowship recipient) is an emerging multi-disciplinary 
artist and printer based in Toronto. Her work has been presented in solo and group 
exhibitions, including The Toronto Artist Project. In 2010 Hazel received The 
Toronto Outdoor Art Exhibition’s Best in Printmaking award and participated in 
Atelier Graff’s Insertion Project in Montreal, Quebec, which was funded in part by 
an Ontario-Quebec Residency Grant from the Ontario Arts Council.

Traces has been produced with the generous support of the City of Toronto 
through the Toronto Arts Council and the Nick Novak Fellowship from Open Studio. 
This exhibition has been shaped by hours logged and materials collected at Lunar 
Caustic Press and the insightful critiques provided by the YYZLAB community. 
Hazel Eckert would like to thank her family and friends for their constant love and 
encouragement, especially Daniel Neill, Colin Rogers, Kate MacNeill and Craig 
Rodmore for their constant feedback, technical expertise and committed support. 

Annyen Lam (Don Phillips Scholarship recipient) received her Bachelor of Fine Arts 
from OCAD University in 2012 and is currently based in Toronto. Her practice 
includes lithography, screenprinting, book arts, and cut paper works. She has 
exhibited throughout Canada and has participated in shows and print exchanges 
in Japan, Russia and Venezuela.

Annyen extends her deepest gratitude to Flora Shum and Emily Cook of Paperhouse 
Studio for their valuable help; to Leah Ataide for her expertise and advice; to Pudy 
Tong for his ongoing guidance and assistance; to Barbara Clark for her continuous 
support; to the Open Studio community for their generous help and good energy; 
and to her friends and colleagues for their care and encouragement. 

Writer's Biography
Kristie MacDonald is a visual artist and writer who lives and works in Toronto. She 
holds a BFA from York University specializing in Visual Arts (2008), and an MI from 
the University of Toronto specializing in Archival Studies (2011). MacDonald has 
recently exhibited her work at the International Print Centre (NYC), Gallery 44 
(Toronto), and Xpace Cultural Centre (Toronto).

Hazel Eckert: Traces 
Eckert plays with alternate notions of making—employing tactics such as 
collecting and displaying. She engages in a turn towards the compiled as art, 
a notion at play within the lineage of contemporary art resulting from 
Duchamp’s introduction of the readymade.4 Eckert explores the found object 
as a means of speaking about materiality, drawing everyday materials direct-
ly into her art practice. Throughout the exhibition she plays with various 
forms of collage and assemblage, grouping and overlapping found and 
produced prints, papers, and transparencies. These new works are an exer-
cise in observing the fragmentary, and the outlying space that surrounds 
printmaking.

Eckert works in a commercial letterpress printshop where she collects all 
manner of debris and peripheral materials—from ink and grease stained 
offcuts, to the leaders of film negatives used to produce printing plates. In 
her series of material studies titled Peripheral Vision (2014) she arranges and 
suspends such fragments within the space of a traditional picture frame, 
making them highly aestheticized objects for the viewer to contemplate on 
a formal, but also almost anthropological level. Across the room in Present 
Tension (2014), her material studies become points of departure for an instal-
lation of layered prints, which reference their silhouettes and tonal qualities 
to create geometric fields and voids. The haphazard nature of their grouping 
also references spaces of work—reminiscent of a studio wall filled with tests, 
samples or points of reference.

Susan Stewart describes collections as “… a form of art as play, a form of 
involving the reframing of objects within a world of attention and  
manipulation of context.”5 This approach seems very much in keeping with 
Eckert’s methods. She describes her practice as a form of “visual research: a 
process-oriented investigation of [her] environment.”6 Eckert reframes her 
found objects in a way that subverts their natural order and purpose. 
Although her accumulation is purposeful, it does not enter the territory of 
classification or inventory, Eckert prefers to address the presence of her  
artefacts rather than control them. 

At the centre of the exhibition, Offcuts (2014) assembles found film leaders 
taken from the edges of large negatives used to generate photopolymer 
plates. Each object exhibits an irregular atmospheric horizontal fade,  
oscillating between shades of black and grey. The patterning in these nega-
tives alludes to an abstract, landscape-esque space. Eckert extends this 
intrinsic reference to space by overlapping her accumulation of films in an 
arrangement that protrudes from the wall. The array is a slowly shifting grid, 
a study of translucence as the films interact and create a sense of depth 
through areas of light and dark space.

Emphasizing the shapes, stains and 
the inherent line within her collected 
fragments, Eckert highlights tone and 
form as elements of both purpose 
and chance. These scraps of paper, 
film and transparency are elusive of 
subject matter, yet their materiality 
alludes to some unpictured image or 
product. Likewise, their status as 
material culture and the evidence of 
use-value they bare creates a sense of 
reverence for this detritus. Collecting 
is a means of understanding objects 
by creating proximity and relation-
ships between them. Umberto Eco 
suggests that most collections are 

infinitely capable of expansion, often based on subjective, incongruous and 
expandable mandates or passions. And, that collectors are prone to “a taste 
for accumulation and increase ad infinitum.”7 In Eckert’s instance, there will 
always be more offcuts, more possibilities to salvage and arrange these 
traces of process. 

Conclusions
The works in Traces and Wayfinding create and compile curiosities. Each art-
ist engages with curiosity as a product and result of their work, by obscuring 
and revealing details and materiality. By encapsulating an object in a frame 
or a contained viewing area it becomes elevated, transformed. Through 
these tactics both artists dialogue with cultures of musicological display. By 
isolating the ephemera she collects, Eckert gives it a rarified status, while 
Lam’s viewing windows and false wall lend her dioramas an air of precious-
ness and authority. Both Eckert and Lam physically layer cut paper and other 
materials to highlight a sense of wonder that can be found in transforming 
the everyday into something not quite ordinary. 
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